CC Terms

Security Function (SF) – a part or parts of the TOE relied upon to enforce a subset of rules of the TSP

Security Function Policy (SFP) – the security policy enforced by a SF

Security Objective – a statement of intent to counter identified threats and/or to satisfy identified organizational security policies or assumptions

Security Target (ST) – a set of security requirements and specifications to be used to evaluate an identified TOE

Strength of Function (SOF) – a qualification of a TOE SF expressing the minimum effort assumed to be required to defeat its underlying mechanisms

Target of Evaluation (TOE) – an IT product or system and its administrative and user guides that is subject to evaluation

TOE Security Functions (TSF) – the hardware, firmware, and software that enforce the TSP of a TOE

TOE Security Policy – a set of rules that regulate how assets are managed, protected, and distributed in a TOE